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A setup guide for LeViteZer anti-roll
front suspension system
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Introduction

LeViteZer anti-roll front suspension system MR03LVZ001 is a
magnetic anti-roll and suspension system for Mini Z MR-03 and
MR-03 VE.
It can be used in combination with different manufacture front
ends, as long as they are based on the regular MR-03
suspension with fixed lower arm.
We highly recommend using a reversed king pin setup as per
these instructions. PN King Pin Set MR3055 is recommended.
We also recommend PN 183000 PN Racing 130 Motor
Armature Shim Set as it is inexpensive and good for shimming
the king pin.

LeViteZer anti-roll front suspension
system MR03LVZ001 content.

For advanced setup we also recommend getting the additional
magnets MR03LVZ002. The spare screws supplied with it might
come handy too.
In this manual we are using PN parts but other manufacturer
parts can be used as well. However we can not guarantee that
all combinations of different manufacturer parts will work.
Please follow the forums for what works best. The official
LeViteZer forum can be found via www.levitezer.com .

WARNING: Magnets can be fun to play with, but they are not
toys for children. If several magnets are swallowed, they could
get stuck in the intestine and cause serious complications.
Make sure that children don't play with magnets.
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The basic setup

Use the washers to adjust caster. we
suggest starting with one washer on
each side of the tower bar.

…and then attach them. Do not use
force when tightening the screws.

The magnets on left and right arms should
be pulling each other as shown in the
picture. This is an easy way to start to get
them right…

Insert the second magnets below the arms. The magnetic
forces will hold them on place. Note, you can use also the
smaller magnets here, but we suggest trying this setup first.
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The basic setup

The balls should move freely. We
suggest using a little amount of silicon
diff oil to lubricate them.

We suggest setting the king pin reversed
like this. See advanced section at the end
of this manual for details.

Also verify that the magnets on each arm
pulls the arms together, i.e. the arms stay
naturally in the position as shown in this
picture.

And some shims at the bottom, the
shimming will be adjusted later on.
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The basic setup

It is time for a cup of coffee and
to read the instructions as it it
critical for the functionality to get
the magnets aligned correctly in
relation to each other.

…and then attach them to the bottom plate and
move them apart. Magnetic forces will hold
them on place.

To set up the bottom plate, first place
the magnets next to each other…

Test like this, you should feel a pushing force. If not change
the magnet positions. Note, the bottom plate goes in only
one way.
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The basic setup

Insert and hold the bottom plate in
place. The magnets should go into
the outer spring holes on the main
chassis and magnetic forces should
be pushing the bottom plate a way,
so hold it in place with your finger…

Now that the basic setup is done and it
is time to test and fine tune the
suspension. First insert the batteries to
have about correct driving weight.

…and slide the front body mount into
it’s place and attach it.

Check the ground clearance and that a
small force is enough to move the front
downwards.
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The basic setup - shimming
The shims at the bottom of the king pin are
important for the functionality of the front
suspension.
The whole wheel assembly can be easily removed
for shimming by loosening the both tower bar
screws enough.
We suggest initially adjusting the shims so that they
are very slightly loaded when the batteries are in
place. When also the car body is in place the front
should just about float freely.
This setup is often a good starting point.
It is now time for a test drive.
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Advanced setup – normal vs. reversed king pin setup

Moves here in relation to king pin, causes
more uncontrolled friction and slop than
with reversed king pin.

The normal king pin installation works just fine with
LeViteZer, but in our experience reversed king pin
installation works better in any setup, so we
recommend using it.
When using reversed king pin setup, the knuckle can
be fixed to the king pin. This removes slop from the
system and gives better control to the camber
adjustments.

Normal king pin
installation
The knuckle can be fixed to
king pin, this removes slop.

When using reversed king pin check the ground
clearance. As the king pin moves with the wheel, 1
mm clearance is normally enough and normally there
is no need to cut the king pin.
If you decide to cut the king pin, do it so totally at
your own risk. If you are under-age ask some adult to
help you.

Tips for cutting the king pin.
Remember to wear safety
classes.
Reversed king pin
installation

Cut below the pin groove and
be careful not to harm the
upper surface
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Advanced setup – Ground clearance and camber

Negative camber

Shims

Shims

Shimming below the king pin will reduce ground
clearance at front but at the same time cause
negative camber to the wheel. Also shimming
above king pin will cause negative camber.

Shimming under the upper tower bar will increase
the camber so shimming below the tower bar or
above the king pin can be used to adjust the
camber in some degree even if a fixed tower bar is
used.

But be careful. Shimming too much under the
tower bar gives the wheel too much travel and the
king pin or steering knuckle could jump of on a
crash. Long bottom plate attachment screws can
be used to reduce the maximum travel.

If needed use long screws to limit the
arm travel, normally not needed.
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Advanced setup – anti-roll strength and “spring strength”
These are tested configurations of the magnets. Also other
configurations are possible. Some of these configurations
require the additional magnets MR03LVZ002.
Big magnets on the arms provide strong anti-roll effect
with a more stabile and easier to drive car, small magnets
on the arms provide more agile but more challenging to
control car.
At bottom plate the magnets can be placed so that they fit
the outer or inner spring holes of the main chassis. And the
magnets can be stacked to provide stronger “spring
strength”. It is important to select and place the bottom
magnets so that the ground clearance of the car is suitable
with the selected arm magnets and possibly used tower
bar shimming and above the king pin shimming.
Below the king pin shimming should not be used for setting
the ground clearance, but it needs to be adjusted as per
the basic setup instructions when ground clearance is
changed.
This may sound complicated but a well working LeViteZer
anti-roll suspension setup can be archived easily by
following the basic setup guide and then fine tuned using
these advanced setup tips.
You can find setups that others are using and support at
LeViteZer forum that can be found via www.levitezer.com
and you are welcome to share your own setup.
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LeViteZer magnetic anti-roll suspension system makes your Mini Z
to levitate through the track faster than ever

